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1. fntroduction

This manual describes a Matr,ne toolbox for computational analysis of piecewiselinear systems. Key features of the toolbox are modelirrg, simulation, anarysis,and optimal control for piecewise linear systems. The simulation routines detectsliding modes and simulate equivalent dynami", ji¡--rrr" analysis and designare based on comput_ation of piecewise qlua¡.u. Lluprr.ro' functions [6]. Thecomputations are performed ,lti.rg convex optimization ìn terms of linear matrixinequalities (LMIs). This versio"îrtrr" toolbox requires the LMI control toolboxt1l.

The structure of this manual is as follows. section 2 describes the model repre-sentation' i'e' how a piecewise linear (P!u,) syste- ì""a"n.r"¿ in this toolbox.certain structures 
"111" 

PWL systems atlow the systems to be defined in a moreautomated fashion. These systems, in the sequel 
""f""r"¿ to as Structured pWL

fplvl systems, are. handied by an additional set of commands described insection 3' section 4 lists all the io*-u.,d, (with expranations) of the pwfiørin two groups. The first subsection contains the generic pwl, commands, thesecond subsection describes the additional sPWL 
"ãrrr-"nar. section 5 containssome examples of how to use the toolbox.

Appendix A describes the data structure of a pwl object in Merr,es.

2. Piecewise Linear (PI{IL) Systems: Model Description
The toolbox is based on piecewise linear systems on the form

i:A¿x1-a¡*B¿u

!:C¿x*c¡*D¡u for x € X¿. (1)

Ï"t",- {x¡}iq c R" is a partition of the state space into a number of closed(possibly unbounded) polyied*t 
""iir, see Figure 1, and .I is the index set ofthe cells. rn order to allow 

"igoro.rs 
ànalysis Jr r*oátt nonrinear systems, thetoolbox allows the system dynãmics to lie in the convex hull of a set of piecewiseaffine systems, see [õ]. Thisis u.g. ;rlfd for the 

""}yrì"'or fuzzyTakagi-sugenosystems [8].

For convenient notation, .we introduce

u': [X' i] c¡: [c¡ "¡] r : [î]
A large part of the analysis results will be concerned with (global) properties ofequilibria' We therefore let Is c I be the set of indices for the cells that containthe origin, and 'I1 c l be the sJof indices for cells that do not contain the origin.We will assume that a¿ :0, ci: 0 for i e Io.
The cells are represented by matrices G¿ that satis$,

G¡i > 0, if and only if x € X¡ e)
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Xz

:¡CZ = 2
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xz: -2xL xz: -2xt* 4

:t2: -2

Figure I Example of a polyhedron in R2'

Here, the vector inequality z I 0 means that each entry of z is non-negative' We

recog;ize this as the halfspace representation of a polyhedron, where each row

of G] corresponds to one halfspace. The d-matrix for the polyhedron of Fig' 1

e.g. would be

0 -l-
-2 -L
0L
2l-

In addition to defining the regions of different dynamics, the G-matrices tell the

PwlTøl- how to p""tltion thã Lyapunov functions that are used for the system

analysis. A consequence of this is that one will sometimes divide the state space

in to smaller cells than the ones implied by the system dynamics in order to

increase the flexibility of the Lyapunov function candidate [6].

For the analysis of PWL systems, it is also necessary to speciff matrices F¿ :
l,F¿ ñl with f¡ : }for i € "Io that satisfy

F¡*: F¡x for r € X¿nX¡. (3)

These matrices are used to parameterize Lyapunov functions that are continuous

across cell boundaries. 1

Note that the ,F -matrices are not a part of the PWL system definition itself, they

are merely a computational aid in the system analysis such as stability' input

output gain etc. Cãnsequently, the simulation of a PWL system does not require

these matrices.

Also note that Eq. (3) does not uniqely define the F-matrices. A more detailed

description of themaírices can be found in [a]. For the inexperienced user, who

might find it difficult to create appropriate F-matrices, section 3 presents means

to overcome this problem.

additional matrix E¿. This matrix is derived directly fiom

the corresponding G¿-matrix, âtrd ir therefore not requested from the user.

Gt
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Figrrre 2 The special structures that are supported in spwI, package: a) Hyperrectanglepartitions, b) Simplex partitions

3. Structured piecewise Linear (sP\ryL) Systems - auser-foiendly concept
As described in the previous section, it may be non-trivial to find the F-matricesfor a system to be analyzed. Mo"eoár, even if one can find matrices thai satisfythe definitign (BJ, rhev mighr not be rhe best ones in "riliri;; rh" îi"ã"*ir"structure of the Lyapunov functions. Thus it is desirable to be Juru io-gãrr"r"t"a good choice of ,F -matrices automatically.
when making the first attempts to analyze a pwl, system, it is often naturarto partition the state space ir¡- certain \Mays. For example when there is a needfor approximating a general nonlinear function withoui considering a particularstructure of the nonlinearity, one might us a firsi- qoi"r. and dirty,, attemptgrid the statespace using a set of hyperrectangles. Doing this, it is desirable togenerate the G-matrices in a more automateà fashion, since all the cells aresimilar in nature.

The toolbox supports automatic generation of region dependent matrices fortwo classes of PWL systems. These systems, called Structured piecewise Lin-ear (sPWL) systems, are constrained in the idnd of state space partitions thatare allowed, but cover many cases and have the advantage of making the con-struction of G- and lî_matrices easy.

The classes that are supported in the sPWL package are called H¡4rerrectanglepartitions and simplex partitions. In a hyper rectãngle partition, each state issplit by a number of parallel hyperplanes, cf Fig. 2a. These planes build a setof hyperrectangles, thà outermosi rectangres extãnding to infinity. In a simprexpartition, cfFig. 2b,-allcells are simplices,l.e. polyhedrà'trr.t in an n-dimensionalspace are bounded by n * L verticeã, some of which extend to infinity.
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4. Command Reference

4.L The P\ryL Package
The PWL package consists of the functions listed in Table l'-4:

Table 1 Model Construction

Command Description

setpwl

addynamics

addregion

getpwl

Initialize the PWL system

Add system dynamics

Add system region

Extract the PWL sYstem

Table 2 Model Analysis and Control Design

Table 3 Graphic Visualization

Table 4 Simulation

Command Description

pwlsim

findnb
findsm

Simulate P\ilL system

Find neighbouring cells

Find possible siiding modes

4.2 Thte Added Structured PWL (sPWL) Package

Many of the commands of the sPWL package have a corresponding command in
the model construction part of the generic PWL package. It is important not to

mix up the two packagãs, however, since they use different data structures in
Mttr,ee. The link between them is part2pw1, that converts the entered sPWL

system to a genericPwiløl obejct. The interconnection between the packages

is shown in Fig. 3.

4

Command Description

qstab

pqstab

pqstabs

pqobserv

optcstlb

optcstub

iogain

Quadratic stabilitY (global)

Piecewise quadratic stabilitY

pqstab with sliding mode

observability
optimal cost, lower bound

optimal cost, upper bound

input output gain

Command Description

pwleval

pwllevel
pwqeval

pwqlevel

evaluate PÌWL function

plot PWL function

evaluate PWQ function

plot PWQ function



The sPWL Package

The Generic PWL package

How the extra package for generating sp\ilL systems relates to the rest of the

Command Description

I setpart
addati
getpart
part2pwl 

I

Initialize partition data structure
Specify affine dynamics
Retrieve partition data structure
Convert to pwltools data structure

commands that are specific to a certain structure

Table 6 The structure specific commands of the spWL package

Figure B
toolbox

As told in section B, there are two kinds of spwl systems. The commands thatare in common for both structures are listed i" r"¡rà s, while Table 6lists the

Table 5 The general commands of the spWL package

All of the above commands will be described in detail on the following pages.Not to mix up the model construction commands, the spWL commands havebeen marked with an (s).

5

sPWL Object

PWL Object

Hyperplane description Simplex description
Command Description Command Description
addhp

addhcell

Add hyperplane

Define hyperplane cell

addvtx
addray
addscell

Add vertex
Add ray
Define simplex cell



4.3 The input vector "optionst'
Several of the commands included in PwfrøL use the LMI Control Toolbox to

solve the feasibility problem (find a solution to the LMI system A(*) < 0) or the

linear objectiue rninirnizatíoi problem (Minimize c?r subject to A(r) < 0). The

commands of the LMI Control Toolbox use a general structure to give access to

certain control parameters, which consists of a five-entry vector. Every command

inPwfrør thai (as a part of its task) solves LMI:s like these also has this input
parameter, which is pãssed to the corresponding LMI Control Toolbox function.

thu purtrrreter is named options and consists of the following elements [L]:

. options(l) sets the desired relative accuracy on the optimal value (c"r)
when addressing the linear objective minimization problem. It is not used

for the feasibility problem.

. options(2) sets the maximum number of iterations allowed to be per-

fórmed by the optimization procedure (100 by default)'

. options (3) sets t]ne feasibility radius. Setting options (3) to a value ,R > 0
further constrains the decision vector x: (xL,...,rN) to lie within the ball

N

i=l
Ð.? < R2'

i.e. the Euclidean norm should not exceed ,R. The feasibility radius is a
simple means of controlling the magnitude of solutions. The default value

is .R : 1-0e.

. options (4) helps speed up termination. \Mhen set to aq integer value
j > O,the code ierminates when a certain minimizer (eg. cr x for the linear
objective minimization problem) does not decrease by more than one per-

cent in relative terms during the last J iterations. This parameter, whose

default value is 10, trades off speed vs. accuracy'

. options(S) = l turns off the trace of execution of the optimization proce-

dure. Resetting options(5) to zero (default value) turns it back on.

Setting options(i) to zero is equivalent to setting the corresponding control

putt-ãt". to its default value. Consequently, there is no need to redefine the

entire vector when changing just one control parameter'

In each command. that accepts options as an input, this input is optional' If
the vector options is omitted, PWtTøt- searches for the function pwloptions
that should return a vector on the format described above. Writing one's own

pwloptions is useful when doing many different computations requiring the

t"*u accuracy. If there exists no pwloptions, the default vector of the LMI
Control Toolbox will be used.

6



Purpose
Specifii the matrix variables corresponding to the dynamics in a certain regionof an sPWL system.

Synopsis
dyn = addati(A, a, B, C, c, D)

Description
addati2 defines new dynamics in the piecewise linear system currently described.The output dyn is an identifier that can be used for roir"qrr".rt reference to thisdynamics as for instance when connecting it to the corresponding region usingaddhcell or addscell. The arguments ari matrices (and te"tots) irrî" af,finesystem

addati (s)

x:Ax*a*Bu
!:Cx*c*Du

zaddati is an abbreviation of "add affine time invariant d¡mamics". This is of course what isdone by the
avoid name

All arguments except A can be omitted. If there is a specified argument thatappears to the right of omitted arguments in the list, ihe omitteå' argumentsmust be replaced by empty matrices ( [J ) as ptu."-frãia""".

See AIso
setpart, addhce1l, addsce1l, getpart

I

confl.icts.
command addynamics as well. Another name must, however, be chosen to



addhcell (s)

Purpose
Add a new cell to the hyperrectangle partition currently described.

S¡rnopsis

reg = addhcelt(hprefs, UsedDynamics)

Description
addhcell defines a new cell in the hyperrectangle partition by combining those

(previously entered) hyperplanes that should bound the cell'

Parameters
o hpref s is a vector of indices to the hyperplanes that bounds the cell, each

index being an identifier returned by the function addhp. Each of the ln-
dices could be either positive or negative depending on which side of the

hyperplane the cell is situated. Using hp (from addhp) without a minus-

rign a" an index in the vector means that the cell lies at the same side of
ttre hyperplane as the normal of the plane, i.e. if the plane was defined as

no"o [î] 
: o, rhen no"o [i] - o

should hold for all points, r, that belong to the cell. Using -hp as an index

in the vector means that the cell is on the opposite side of the hyperplane
normal.

o UsedDynamics is a reference to one or several dynamics specifications that
shall be used in the region. This corresponds to the identifier dyn that is
returned from addati. If several dynamics specifications shall be used in
one region, usedDynarnics is a vector of corresponding identifiers.

r reg is a label for future reference to the cell.

See Also
addhp, setpart, addati, getPart

I



addhp (s)

Purpose
Add a hyperplane that shall be used as a boundary ofone or several cells.

Synopsis
hp = addhp(hpeq)

Description
addhp defines a hyperplane that shall be used as a cell boundary. The inputparameter hpeq is-rn (z + 1)-dimensional vector (in the z-dimensional space)containing the coefficients for the equation of the hyperplane such that

no"n li] : o

on the surface.

The output hp is an identifier that is 
_used for subsequent reference to the planewhen connecting several planes to cells, using aaafrcef f

See AIso
addhcell, setpart, ad,dati, getpart

I



addray (s)

Purpose
Add a ray that shall be used as a boundary for several cells in a simplex partition.

Synopsis
ray = addray(rdir)

Description
addhp defines a ray that shall be used as a cell boundary. The input parameter

rdir is an ¿-dimensional vector (in the z-dimensional space) pointing in the

direction of infinite extension.

The output ray is an identifier that is used for subsequent reference to the ray
when connecting several rays and vertices to cells, using addscell

See Also
ad.dvtx, addscell, setpart, addati, getPart

10



addregron

Purpose
Specifiz the matrix variables corresponding to a certain region of a prffL system.

Synopsis
addregion(G, F, UsedDynanics)

Description
addregion defines a ne\¡/ region in the piecewise linear system curren¡y de-scribed and links it to some dynamics.

Parameters
The matrix G, corresponding to G in (2), specifies the boundaries of the region.It is an (rn x n * l)-matrix, such that tÍie inequality

holds for all r witbin the region (cf. Eq. 2). Each row of these matrices corre-sponds to a hyperplane on the ,"gion bounáary.
F, corresponding to .F in (B), is constructed in a way such that

is continuous between all regions. The .F-matrices are not needed for simulation(cf' Section 2). Whe_n only d-oing simulation., trr" i"p"t F can be replaced \Mithan empty matrix ( Ü ) as a place holder.

UsedDynanics is a reference to one or several dynamics specifications that shallbe used in the region. This corresponds to thã identifier dyn that is returnedfrom addynamics. If several dynamics specifications shall be used in one region,UsedDynanics is a vector of corresponding identifiers.

See AIso
adddynanics, getpwl, setpwl

'l;].'

'lrl
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addscell (s)

Purpose
Add a new cell to the simplex partition currently described

Synopsis
reg = addscell-(vtxrefs, rayrefs, UsedDynamics)

Description
addscell defines a new cell in the simplex partition by combining those (previ-

ously entered) vertices and rays that should bound the cell.

Parameters
. vtxrefs is a vector of indices to the vertices that bound the cell, each index

being an identifier returned by the function addvtx'

o rayrefs is a vector of indices to the rays that bound the cell, each index

being an identifier returned by the function addray'

r UsedDynamics is a reference to one or several dynamics specifications that
shall be used in the region. This corresponds to the identifier dyn that is
returned from addati. If several dynamics specifications shall be used in
one region, UsedDynanics is a vector ofcorresponding identifiers.

¡ reg is a label for future reference to the cell.

As shown in section 3, the number of entries in vtxref s and rayref s must sum

up to (n + L) in an z-dimensional space. There must be at least one entry in
vtxrefs.

See Also
addray, addvtx, setpart, addati, getpart

L2



addvtx (s)

Purpose
Add a vertex that shall be used as a corner of several cells in a simplex partition.

Synopsis
vtx = addvtx(vtxcor)

Description

See Also
addray, addsce1l, setpart, addati, getpart

addvtx defines a vertex that shall be used as a corner ofseveral cells. The inputparameter vtxcor is the coordinate of the vertex.
The output vtx is an identifier that is used for subsequent reference to the raywhen connecting several vertices and rays to ceils, using addscer-I

13



addynamics

Purpose
specify the matrix variables corresponding to the dynamics in a certain region

of a PWL system.

Synopsis
dyn = addynanics(A, a, B, C, c, D)

Description
addynanics defines new dynamics in the piecewise linear system currently de-

scribed. The output dyn is an identifier that is used for subsequent reference to

this dynamic. whe., specifying the corresponding region using addregion' The

arguments are matrices (and vectors) in the affine system

All arguments except A canbe omitted. If there is a specified argument that

uppuui, to the rightãf omitted arguments in the list, the omitted arguments must

be replaced uv "-piv 
*ãLices ( ti) as place holders. Those of the arguments that

ur" o*ittud, will be-replaced by zero-matrices of appropriate dimensions'

i:Ax*a*Bu
!:Cx*c+Du

See Also
addregion, getPwl, setPwl

T4



findnb

Purpose
Find the neighbors of the regions of a pWL system.

Synopsis
whereto = findnb(pwlsys)

Description
f indnb searches all the d mahices, of pwlsys and generates the matrix wheretosuch that whereto(i,i) contains the numbe" oriri"l"gion that lies behind theboundary defined by the j:th row of G¡.

See Also
findsn

15



findsm

Purpose
Find possible sliding modes of a PWL system'

Synopsis
slide = Jindsn(pwlsys, r¡hereto)

See Also
findnb

Description
f indsn searches the piecewise linear system pwlsys for possible slj$p modes'

f indsm returns . ,qrr*r" matrix, slidl, wheie slide(i,¡) : l iff there exist

a sliding mode for any r on the boundary between region i and j' The input

matrix whereto, whicli contains information about neighboring regions as given

byfindnb,isoptional.Ifitisalreadycomputed'byfindnb,thosecalculations
thathavealreadybeenmadecanbeavoidedinthisfunction.

16



getpart (s)

Pur¡rose
Get the internal description of an spWL system

Synopsis
part = getpart

Description
Having entered the description of a-given structured piecewise linear system us-ing the commands for defining the dynamics and trre state partition, the internalrepresentation is obtained with the command

part = getpart

This MerLeB representation of the sPWL system can be converted to the genericPwÛør format using parr2pwr. The sysiem can also be extended by caringsetpart and iterating the system building commands again.

See AIso
setpart, part2pw1, getpwlS

31he command getpwl is an generic pwl, command, described in section 4.1.
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getpwl

Purpose
Get the internal description of a PWL system

Synopsis
pwlsys = getpwl

Description
After completing the description of a given piecewise linear system with addynanics
and addregion, its internal representation pwlsys is obtained \Mith the command

pwlsys = getpwl

This MeruB representation of the piecewise linear system can be forwarded to
PwlTøl- functions for subsequent processing.

See Also
setpwl, addynanics, addregion
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iogain

Purpose
compute an upper bound on the z2 induced input output gain of a pwl, system.

Synopsis

lgamna, P, NoLMIs, NoVars] = iogain(pwlsys, inp, outp, options)

Description

Ve>0 (4)

iogain computes an upper bound on the z2 induced input output gain of thepiecewise linear system pwrsys, by findingl *irri*.r y that satisfies the in_equality

fo" wt o, 
= 

f Io' þlzdt

For a MIMO system inp and ourp allows the user to specify the input and outputsignals of interest. The default ìalues are 1. optiois is an optional five-entryvector of control parameters (cf. section 4.8).
iogain returns ganna : y. P is a matrix resulting from the LMI calculations (as
:ylli""d. in [6]). NoLMIs is the number of LMIã needed ro solve trr" frout"*.Novørs is the number of decision variables needed for the LMI:s.

L9



optcstlb

Purpose
Compute a lower bound on the optimal cost.

Synopsis
[1b, P, NoLMIs, NoVars] = optcstlb(pwlsys, Q, R, x0, options)

Description
The optimal control problem for piecewise linear systems is (while bringing the

system to r(oo) : 0 from an arbitrary initial state, r(0)) to minimize the cost

r(*o,u) : lo ([l]'0,,, [î] + ur Riu)u) dt (5)

Here i(ú) is defined so that x(t) eX;14 and

_r
Q,to: 

L

if,(r) € /oQiç¡ 0

00

Parameters
r pwJ-sys is the piecewise linear system.

a q
Qi

See Also
pwlctrl, optcstub

optcstlb computes a lower bound, 1b, on the minimum achievable value of
J@s,u). optcsttU also returns P which is a matrix resulting from the LMI cal-

culations (as outlined in [6]). NoLMIs is the number of LMI:s needed to solve

the problem . NoVars is the number of decision variables needed for the LMI:s.

R are three dimensional matrices defining the cost function such that
: Q(:,:,i) and.R¿ : R(:,:,i).

(6)

¡ xO is the initial state, r(0).

. options is an optional five-entry vector of control parameters (cf. section

4.3).

20



optcstub

Purpose
Compute an upper bound on the optimal cost when applying a pWL control lawto a PWL system.

S¡rnopsis

[ub, 0, NoLMIs, NoVars] = optcstub(pwIsys, Qub, xO, options)

Description
optcstub computes and returns an upper bound, ub, on the optimar cost whenapplyrng a piecewise linear control-lu* .o-prted by optcsJtu and pwlctrl.The result is an upper bound on the minimum achievable value of the costfunction (cf. Eqs. (5) and (6) on the previous;dð appryrng the control rawgt":l ¡v Eg' (7) on page 26. The functior op.""îub also returns 0 that is amatrix resulting from the LMI calculations 1"r o"iri"ud in [6]). NoLMIs is thenumber of LMI:s needed to solve the problem. NoVars is the number of decisionvariables needed for the LMI:s.

Parameters
o pwlsys is the piecewise linear system.
o Qub is a matrix defining a cost function. This matrix is computed bypwlctrl.
o x0 is the initial state, *(0).
o options is an optional five-entry vector of control parameters (cf. Section4.3).

See AIso
optcstlb, pwlctrl

2L



part2pwl (s)

Purpose
Derive a PWL description from partition data'

Synopsis
pwlsys = part2pwl(Part)

Description
part2pwl converts the structured PIWL system part to an generic PWL repre-

sentatlon, pwlsys, that can be forwarded, to PWITøv functions for subsequent

processrng

See Also
setpart, getpart, getPwl4

aThe command getpwl is an "ordinary" PWL command, described in section 4.1.
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pqobserv computes a lower and an upper bound on the integral of the outputenerry,

[* þP0,,
Jo

when u : o and the initial state of the piecewise linear system pwlsys is given byx0. For systems with 1u-ltiple output signals, the optiorial parameter outp spec_ifies the output signal of interest. Th" d"f.rrlt value is l. options is an optionalfive-entry vector of control parameters (cf. sectio" 4.t 
-

observ = [lower upperJ is a vector consisting of two entries: the lower andthe upper bound. 0, and P are matrices resulting from the LMI calculations (as
:yllned in [6J). NoLMIs is the number of LMI:s needed to solve the problem.Novars is the number of decision variables needed for the LMI:s.

pqobserv

Purpose
Compute bounds on the observability of a pWL system.

Synopsis

[observ, 0, P, NotMIs, NoVars] = pqobserv(pwlsys, x0, outp, options)
Description

23



pqstab

Pur¡rose
Search for a piecewise quadratic lyapunov function to verify stability of a PWL

system, assuming that there are no sliding modes.

Synopsis

[P, NoLMIs, NoVars] = pqstab(pwlsys, options)

Description
pqstab tries to find a piecewise quadratic lyapunov function to verify stability of
the piecewise linear system, pwlsys. If there exist a piecewise quadratic lyapunov
function, it can be written

v(x) : [î]], [î] , tc €x¡, whereP¿: 
["o' l] ur. t,

P will in that case be a vector of matrices such that P ( : , : , i) : P¡' If no lya-
punov function exist, pqstab will return an empty matrix, P = [] . NoLMIs is the

number of LMI:s n""á"ã to solve the problem. NoVars is the number of decision

variables needed for the LMI:s. optíons is an optional ûve-entry vector of control
parameters (cf. section 4.3).

See Also
qstab, pqstabs
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pqstabs

Purpose
S-9gch for a piecewise quadratic lyapunov function, taking the possibility of
sliding modes into account, to verify slability of a pwl, system.

Synopsis

[P, NoLMIs, NoVars] = pqstabs(pwlsys, options)

Description
pqstabs tries to find a piecewise quadratic lyapunov function to verify stability of
the piecewise linear system, pwrsys. If there exist a piecewise quadratic lyapunov
function, it can be written

v(x) : 
lî] ?' lî] ' x € x¡, where u, : 

l'o' !] tr, . ,,
P will in that case be a vector of matrices such that p(: , : , i) : p¿. If no lyapunov
function exist, pqstabs will return an empty matrix, p = [] . NoLMIs is thenumber of LMI:s needed to solve the problem-. NoVars is the number of decision
variables needed for the LMI:s. options is an optional five-entry vector of controlparameters (cf. section 4.8).

pqstabs first' uses f indsn to check whether there exist any sliding modes. If
lhgre are no possible sliding mod.es, pqstabs calls pqstab and return the result.otherwise it extends the LMI:s to also include shdlng modes.

See Also
qstab, pqstab, findsn
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pwlctrl

Purpose
Create a PWL controller based on the results from a minimization of a cost
function as given by optcstlb.

Synopsis

lpwlc, L, QubJ = pwlctrl(pwlsys, Q, R, P)

Description
Having split the state space into certain regions, optcstlb uses that partition to
give a lower bound on the optimal cost for any control law pwlctrl uses infor-
mation from optcstlb to compute a piecewise linear control law that achieves a
low cost.

The control law is

u(t) :: ,'l.rl x € x¡ (7)

and pwlctrl returns a representation of the closed loop system, pw1c, and a
three dimensional matrix, L, such that L(:,:,i) - Li. Qub consists of data that
is needed to compute an upper bound on the optimal cost (using optcstub) when
implementing this control law.

If several dynamics are linked to one region, the controller will be based on the
nominal (first linked) dynamics of each region.

Parameters
r pwlsys is the piecewise linear system.

R are three dimensional matrices defining the cost function such that
: Q(:,:,i) and,E¿ : R(:,:,i).

q,

Q¿

a

See Also
optcstlb, optcstub

o P is the P matrix resulting from optcstlb.
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pwleval

Pur¡rose
Evaluate a vector ûeld and an output vector of a piecewise linear function.

Synopsis

[xd, ], regJ = pwleval(pwIsys, x, ü)

Description
pwleval finds the region, X¡, tlnat, r belongs to and evaluates xd and y according
to

x,¿

v

: A¿x*ø¿*B¡u
: C¿x * c¿* D¡u

forx€X¿ (8)

(e)

It also returns reg, which is the number of the region where x is located. pwlsys
contains the PWL system to be evaluated. x and u is the state vecto, .rå inplt
vector respectively.

See AIso
pwl1eve1, pr¡qeval
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pwllevel

Purpose
Plot the level surfaces of a second order piecewise linear function.

Synopsis
lZ, xI, x2f = pwlÌevel(pwlsys, A, K, Parea, resol, linespec, V)

Description
pwlIevel plots the level surfaces ofa second order global or piecewise quadratic
function. It returns a matrix containing the function values

- lx1z: Ka,lr) (10)

The vectors x1 and x2, that specify the grid points used for 11 and tr2 respectively,
can be used with the Metr"a,s function nesh to plot the entire PWL function.

Parameters
. For a piecewise linear function pwtsys contains a description of those re-

gions that correspond to different linear functions. When plotting a global
linear function, pwlsys can bet set to [].

o A represents the function to be plotted. If A is a three dimensional array,
then for each region, i, the function A(:,:,i)x[x; 1] is evaluated. For
a global linear function, A is a (two dimensional) matrix such that the
function A*x (or A* [x; 1J ) is evaluated. If A is an empty matrix, [] , the
first dynamics of each region in pwlsys will be used.

. If K is a scalar, vector component number K (of l*x) will be plotted. If K
is a row vector, lkl k2], several state variables can be weighted together,
such that the resulting plot is K*A( :, :,i)x [x; 1]. IfK is an empty matrix,
the first vector component will be plotted.

. parea = [xmin, xmax, ymin, ymaxl sets scaling for the x- and y-axes on

the plot.

o resol = [resxl resx2] is an optional parameter that specifies the reso-

lution of the grid that is used when evaluating the linear function. These
numbers specify at how many instances the state variables s1 and x2 te'
spectively witl be used. If any of the parameters linespec or V are specified
ihough resol- is noi, resol musi be repiaced by an empiy ¡rrair"ix (il ) as

place holder.

o The level surfaces are normally drawn black and solid. The optional char-
acter string linespec allows you to specifr another color and line type in
the same format as the Mnrr,es plot function. To omit the plot (when using
this function to get the function values inZ), use the color'n' (none).

o V is an optional parameter that is used to plot length(V) contour lines at
the values specified in vector V

See Also
pw1eva1, pwqlevel
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pwlsim

Purpose
Simulate a PWL system.

Synopsis

[t, x, te, regidxl = pwlsim(pwlsys, x0, tspan)

Description
pwlsim simulates the piecewise linear system, pwlsys, from the initial state
x0. The system will be simulated from time tç to t¡inat which is specified in
tspan = [t0 tfinal]
pwlsim returns data as follows. Each row in the solution array x corresponds to
a time returned in column vector t. regidx is a vector that contains the regions
entered during simulation and te contains the corresponding entry times.
Additional information on the simulation can be found in [2].
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pwqeval

Purpose
Evaluate a piecewise quadratic function.

Synopsis
[y, regJ = pwqeval(pwlsys, Q, x)

Description
pwqeval finds the region, X¡, that, r belongs to and evaluates

, : [î]'e, [î] ror x e xi

It also returns reg, which is the number of the region where x is located.

( 11)

Parameters
o For a piecewise quadratic function pwlsys contains the regions that cor-

respond to different functions. To plot a global quadratic function, pwlsys
can be set to [].

o Q represents the function to be evaluated accordingto Eq. 11, i.e. Q( :, :, i) :
Q¿. For a global quadratic function, Q is a matrix such that the function
values are given by xr Qx.

o x is the state vector

See Also
pwqlevel, pwleval
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pvyqlevel

Purpose
Plot the level surfaces of a second order quadratic function.

Synopsis

lZ, xL, x2l = pwqlevel(pwlsysr Qr parêa, resol, linespec, V)

Description
pwqlevel plots the level surfaces ofa second order global or piecewise quadratic
function. It returns a matrix containing the functiÃ values

z:l*l' n,l*f: Lti "' Ltl Q2)

The vectors x1 and x2 specify the grid points used for 11 and 12 respectively.
These vectors can be used with the Matu¡ function r""n to plot the entire
quadratic function.

Parameters
¡ For a piecewise quadratic function pwlsys contains a description of those

regions that correspond to different quadratic functions. When plotting a
global quadratic function, pwlsys can bet set to [ ].

o Q represents the function to be plotted. For a global quadratic function, Q is
a mat'rix such that the function values are given by xr Qx. For a piecewise
quadratic function, Q is a vector of matrices such it.t dC: , : , i) I e, u.ra
the function values of region I are given by Eq. 12.

. parea = [xmin, xmax, ynin, ynaxJ sets scaling for the x- and y-axes on
the plot.

o resol = lresxl resx2] is an optional parameter that specifies the resolu_
tion of the grid that is used when evaluating the quadratic function. These
numbers specify at how many instances the state variables 11 and tcz re-
spectively will be used. If any of the parameters linespec or V are specified
though resol is not, resor must be replaced by an empty matrix ( Ü ) as
place holder.

-mlri. 'iire ievei surÍaces are normally drawn black and solid. The optional char-
acter string linespec allows you to specifr another color and line type in
the same format as the MÆr,eepIot function. To omit the plot (whenùsing
this function to get the function values inz), use the coloi ,n, 

inon").
o V is an optional parameter that is used to plot length(V) contour lines at

the values specified in vector V

See Also
pwqeval, pwllevel
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qstab

Purpose
Search for a global quadratic lyapunov function to verifr stability of a PWL
system.

Synopsis

[P, NoLMIs, NoVars] = qstab(pwlsys, options)

Description
qstab tries to find a global quadratic lyapunov function to verify stability of the
piecewise linear system, pwlsys. If there exist a global quadratic lyapunov func-
tion, V(ø), then P is the 

"trtritity 
matrix such that V(x) : xr Px.If no Lyapunov

function exist, the function will return an empty matrix, P = [] . NoLMIs is the
number of LMI:s needed to solve the problem. NoVars is the number of decision
variables needed for the LMI:s. options is an optional five-entry vector of control
parameters (cf. section 4.3).

See Also
pqstab
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setpart (s)

Purpose
Initialize the description of an spWL system

Synopsis
setparr (part)

Description
setpart is called before starting the description of a structured piecewise linear
system. The function could be called in three ways

o setpart(,hr) creates a new h¡¡perrectangle partition.
. setpart ('s, ) creates a new simplex partition.

To add on to an existing structured piecewise linear system, use the syntax

setpart (part)

where part is the internal representation of the existing system. Subsequent
system building commands will then add new dynamics and partitions to parr.

See AJso
addhcell, addscelI, addati, getpart
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setpwl

Pur¡lose
Initialize the description of a PÍWL system

Synopsis
setpwl (pw1sys0)

Description
Before starting the description of a new piecewise linear system with addynanícs
and addregion, t¡pe

setpwl ( [1 )

to initialize its internal representation.

To add on to an existing piecewise linear system, use the syntax

setpwl ( [pw1sys01 )

where pwlsysO is the internal representation of this piecewise linear system.
Subsequent addynanics and addregion will then add new dynamics and regions
to the initial piecewise linear system pwlsysO.

See Also
getpwl, addynanics, addregion
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5. Examples of Usage

In order to clarify the usage of the pwflør commands, two examples are pre-
sented in this section. These examples contain the compiete code, i.ã. one should
b-e able to reproduce the results (when having access to Vw'útj av 

""turi"gthe lines marked with the Marlas prompt 1>>) into Merr,es.
Having presented two complete exampres using the general plvT, package, wewill show a simpler way to enter to*" of thu ,y.I"- rrrãtri.". of the first exãmple
using the sPWL package

5.1 The Flower System
In this example, we will study the piecewise linear system

*?(t) - xlçt1> o

rc?(t)-xl1t¡ <o
l-eAz: I

L-aa

i(t)

A1

C1

aal
_,J
1 0l

o)

-a

t),

t),

( Ap(
:1

ler*(
l-e_t- L-,

:Cz:l
whgre d : 5, a : r, and s : 0.1. we will do simurations and anaryze thestability and observability of the system.

PWL System Inítialízøtíon First we must enter the PWL system according
to Eqs. (1) - (s).

(13)

>> A1 = [-0.1, 5t -L, -0.1];
>> A2 = [-0.1, t; -S, -0.1J;

>> a = [].

>> B = [];

>> C1 = [1 0];
>> C2 = [1 0];

>> G1 = [1 -1; 1 lJ;
>> G2 = [-1 1; f 1];
>> G3 = [-1 1; -1 -1];
>> c4 = [1 -1; -1 -1] ;

>> F1 = [c1; eye(2)];
>> F2 = lc2; eye (2)l;
>> F3 = [G3; eye(2)];
>> F4 = [G4; eye(2)J;

>> setpwl( il );

>> dynl = addynanics(Al, a, B, C1);
>> dyn2 = addynamics(A2, â, B , C2);

% Enter matrices describing the
% dynanics

7. Enter the regions

7. Set up P!üL systen
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>> addregion(G1, Fl,
>> addregion(G2, F2,
>> addregion(G3, F3,
>> addregion(G4, F4,
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Figure 4 Simulation and cell partition of flower system

aynl) ;

dyn2);
dynl) ;

ayn2);

>> pwlsys = getpwl; % Extract PIiIL systen

Símulatíon Having entered the system properly, we can make a simulation.
In this example we will simulate a trajectory starting in r(0) : (1 0)'.

t xvl = pwlsin(pwIsys, [1 0]', t0 aOl); 7. sinulate

>> hold on;
>> plot (xv( ; ,1) , xv( : ,2)) ;

>> plor( t-l 1l , [-1 1] , ,k: ,

>> plot(- t-r 1l , [-1 1] ,'k:
>> grid on

7. Plot phase plane

The result of this is shown in Fig. 4.

Støbílíty Anaþsís Judging from the simulation, it seems as if the PWL sys-
tem is stable. We will now try to prove the stability of this system. Let us first
try to find a global quadratic Lyapunov function:

)) P = qstab(pwlsys)

The P matrix returned from this function is an empty matrix, which indicates
the nonexistence of a global quadratic Lyapunov function. Our next move is to
look for a piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function.

t

);
,);
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Figure 6 Level surfaces of the Lyapunov function

>> P = pqstab(pwlsys)

This time we succeed and the P structure returned by the function contains a set
9f four matrices, where each matrix corresponds to ãne of the four regions that
build our system. We can now plot the level surfaces of the Lyapunov function

>> pwqlevel (pr¡Isys, p, [-f f -1 1] , [] , ,k--, ) ;

and the result is shown in fig 5

Obseraøbilíty Anølysís The "degree of observabilit¡/ can be measured by the
lmount of output energT Ii lyl'dt that is generated for different values ol th"
initial state r(0). This am-ount can be estimated from a set of LMI:s thanks to
the structure of the systems und.er consideration.PwlTør allows us to compute
bounds on the integral ofthe output enerry corresponding to a trajectory irom
a given initial state:

>> x0 = [1 0],;
)) observ = pqobserv(pwlsys, x0)

The function returns

observ =

0.6025 2.5060

which is a lower and an upper bound respectively on the output energy when
using an initial state r(0) : (1,0)/. This is a valid but very coarse estimation,
which depends on the state space being divided into (too) few regions. Splitting
up the state space more will lead to narrorn/er bounds (e.g.32 regions will confine
the estimation to IL.7B,1.BB].), cf. [6].
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5.2 Sliding mode system
In this example we will show the capability of Pwfrøt to handle sliding modes.
The system that is used for this purpose is

A1x(t), *1(r) > 0

r1(t) < 0A2x(t),

01
00
-1 -2

={

:I
i'(t)

A1

0

1

-1
Az:

1_

-l-
Ð

-r)

0-2
0-1
-1 -2

PWL System Inítíalízøtion
example.

(14)

We start by entering the system as in the former

>> A1 = [0 1 0; 0 0 L; -t -Z -I];
>> A2 = l0 -2 1; 0 -1 -1; -1 -Z -3f;

>> c1 = [1 0 0];
>> c2 = [-1 0 0];

>> Fl = [0 0 0; eye(3)];
>> F2 = lc2(1,:); eye(3)l;

>) setpwl( tl );

>> dynl = addynamics(41);
>> dyn2 = addynamics(42);

>> addregion(G1, F1, dynl);
>> addregion(G2, F2, dyn2);

>> pwlsys = getpwl;

Símulatíon Before simulating the system we try to find a piecewise quadratic
Lyapunov function. Being aware of possible sliding surfaces of this system we
use pqstabs this time. One could of course always use use this function instead
of pqstab. When the system is known not to exhibit sliding modes, however, one
can save some computational load by using pqstab.

lVhen the function is called with the PWL system as the only input parameter,
pqstabs will display its computations. Among other text we will find

Possible sliding rnode between region(s) no
2-r

which indicates that the vector fields of the system are such that sliding modes
are possible. A nonempty P is returned and we conclude that the system is
stable. We simulate the system when starting in r(0) : (L 2 3)t.
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Figure 6 Tbajectories from sliding mode simulation

>> x0 = [1 2 3],; % initial state for
7. simulation
% sinulate for 20
% tine units
% plot the results

t0 201);

>> plot (t, x) ;
>> hold on;
)) \,1 = axis;
>> for lp = 1:length(te);

>> end

% nark region transitions

tv(3) v(4)1, 'k:,);

and the result is shown in Fig. 6. The function pwlsin also returns the points of
time where region transitions have occurred. Lóoking into Fig. 6, orr" .ã., easily
see when the system has been sliding (when r6(t) is zero, e.g. around four time
units). Let us examine the state space trajectoryin a three ãimensional plot as
well.

>> hold on;
>> patch(lo 0 0 0 0]-O.OS, [-1 -1 1 1 -1]*S,
0.9s 0.951);
>> ee = 0.0S;
>> plot3([0 O]+ee, [0 O], [-1 1]x5, ,k--,);
>> p1ot31¡9 gl+ee, t-l 1l*S, -min(S, nax(-S,

[-r r 1 -1 -1]*5, t0.95

2*l-t tl x5) ) , ,k--, ) ;

The result is shown in Fig. z. To be able to see where the system is sliding, we
have added a wall between the two regions of this system. One can see that the
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Figure 7 Three dimensional plot from sliding mode simulation

Figure 8 Simplex partitioning of the flower example.

trajectory gets stuck on this surface at a couple of points and slide for a while
before escaping.

5.3 The Flower System using the sPWL package
As seen from the examples of this section, the system initialization in the generic
PWL package requires the user to enter F-matrices that are used for Lyapunov
^^-^---r-r:-,, r rr l - --,--lI --:-- ------ -rl^---- rì^:^ ^34^-¿ ^^-uuruPuLaLlolrs. In tflese examples, as welt as rlr rlrarry uLrrel's, l,lrls errur r, uarr
be avoided by using the sPWL package. We will show below how to apply the
package on the fl.ower system.

The Sírnpler Interpretatíon The state space partitioning, with regions X1 -
X4, of the flower system is shown in Figure 8.

Instead of defining those regions by entering the G-matrices, we will now use the
simplex notation. Each simplex of Fig. 8 is unbounded and can be represented
by one vertex (the origin) and two rays pointing in the directions of the region
boundaries (denoted rt - 14 in the figure). Thus, the model construction code of
the flower example can be replaced by the following code. (It is assumed that
the dynamics matrices already have been defined.)
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)) addhcelt([-irf -h2], dl);
>> addhcell(l-hl b:2f, d2);

>) part = getpart;
)> pwlsys = part2pwl(part);

% Extract sPl.JL systen
% Transfornû to PllL systen

Note that the fl.ower example is rather special - the simplex description and
the hyperplane description are in general not applicable to the same problems.
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Figure l0 Schematic view of the data structure used for representing a PVIL system in
MATL{B

A. Data Structure

The PWL systems that this toolbox \¡/as designed for can be quite complex, i.e.
they can contain many regions with different dynamics. Regions and d¡rnamics
can also be interconnected in several v¡ays: one type of dynamics can appear
in several regions (the flower system in Section 5 is a simple example of this),
but one might also want to specify several dynamics for one region. The latter
situation would typically appear when bounding a nonlinearity between two
piecewise linear functions.

Since it is not desirable to store the same information in two different places,
pointers are used to link dynamics to regions. A schematic view of the data
structure used in Pwfiø1, is shown in Fig. 10. The total piecewise linear system
is represented as a Matl¡n-struct that is called pwlsys for future reference. The
matrices describing the dynamics (A¡, di, Bí, Ci, ci, and D¿) are collected into
one struct. The struct pwlsys contains an array of such structs that holds all
the dynamics of the system. In a similar manner the matrices connected to the
-L-L' - - ' . t.'t /^ , -I D\ -,-- --ì1-^!^l :-t^ ^-^ ^À-.-^l T-. ^Jl:]:^* +L:^sLate slJacg parülürorr \Lri, anu Ei) :dre culleuLeu rril.,u urrc Èru¡uur,. rlr.aLlLlrbrvur uurÞ

struct contains two other elements. It contains avectot, Idx,th'at points to the
dynamics-array, and thus tells which dynamics (possibly several dynamics sets)
that is valid in this particular region. I also contains a flag, co, th'at is set if
the region contains the origin. The struct pwlsys contains a vector of all these
regionstructs of the system.
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